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School background 2018–2020

School vision statement School context School planning process

Our students will succeed as 21st Century learners in a
complex, changing world as respectful, responsible,
communicators. All students will be happy, confident, active
and informed citizens.

Binnaway Central School is an important part of a small
rural community. It provides education from Kindergarten to
Year 12 for children, with small classes providing high
levels of individual attention. The school motto, "The Effort,
Not The Reward", and our core values “Respectful,
Responsible Communicators” reminds staff, students and
community of our high expectations for commitment in all
endeavours.

 

Binnaway Central School has a student population of 48
students in 2018., with an ATSI enrolment of 35%. The
majority of students are drawn from the township of
Binnaway with a number of students residing in the small
community of Neilrex. Our school area is a meeting place
of the Wiradjuri and Kamilaroi nations.

 

There is an emphasis on literacy and numeracy learning in
the school, particularly in Early Stage1/Stage 1. The school
delivers the Early Action for Success and L3 literacy
programs. We also focus on vocational education and
provide workplace opportunities for our senior secondary
students.

 

We aim to enhance the wellbeing and holistic learning of
our students through our welfare initiatives such as
Breakfast Club, Secondary Study Centre and Positive
Behaviour for Learning program.

 

As a result of the changing community within the Binnaway
district, the school has undertaken a consultative process
to plan for the future of learning at our school. The school is
committed to developing stronger ties with the local
community through involvement in a variety of community
events. 

The school planning process commenced during Term 4  of
2017. The initial planning consisted of meetings where staff
and various stakeholders were involved in the planning
process. Membership of the school planning team included
all school staff and then sharing of data and proposed
projects with members of the P&C and AECG.

The planning process involved accessing data provided
Smart Data and the DoE's "SCOUT" tool on class
assessment, NAPLAN, Benchmarking, Best Start and data
provided in utilising the Literacy and Numeracy Continuum.
school based Reading and Spelling data was also collected
via YARC and SA spelling respectively.

The school community also used the School Excellence
Framework to evaluate school performance on many
elements.

Staff were broken into three focus groups, with each group
allocated a strategic direction to review. The strategic
directions refined to:, enhanced quality teaching and
learning and the strengthening of relationships .

 The focus groups then reviewed and evaluated their
allocated strategic directions against and School
Excellence Farmework. The teaching staff also used the
"What works best" reflection guide form the the centre of
educational statistics and evaluation.

A draft document was then produced in term 1 2018 which
was presented to all stakeholders and disseminated to
those who had not been part of the process for comment.

The teaching staff has included data review sessions into
the schedule of staff meetings, with weeks 3,6 & 9 being
set aside for data review. This will allow for the plan and it's
milestones to be regularly reviewed during 2018, and
evidence/data to be included in the analysis.
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School strategic directions 2018–2020

STRATEGIC
DIRECTION 1

Enhanced  Teaching

STRATEGIC
DIRECTION 2

Enhanced Learning

STRATEGIC
DIRECTION 3

Enhanced  Relationships

Purpose:

To improve teacher capacity to explicitly embed best
practice literacy and numeracy strategies. and use
evidence informed pedagaogy across all learning.  To
develop learning program and dynamic delivery structures
to engage students and teachers in future focused learning
skills.

Purpose:

To foster a rich environment where personalised
learning with an appropriate differentiated curriculum
results in students who are motivated and aspire to learn at
school and beyond. 

Purpose:

To continue to develop positive and repectful relationships
valuing common goals and cultural diversity across the
school community, including  enhanced communication
and collaboration with community partners.
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Strategic Direction 1: Enhanced  Teaching

Purpose

To improve teacher capacity to explicitly
embed best practice literacy and numeracy
strategies. and use evidence informed
pedagaogy across all learning.  To develop
learning program and dynamic delivery
structures to engage students and teachers
in future focused learning skills.

Improvement Measures

All teachers embed evidence based
pratices into their teaching and learning.

All teachers embed  the explicit teaching of
literacy and numeracy into teaching and
learning programs.

Increase teacher confidence and ability to
integrate technology into learning.

People

Staff

Engage in professional development that is
relevant, shaped by research, evidence
and feedback to enhance their knowledge
and practice and to use student data to
guide their programming and delivery.

 

Parents/Carers

Parents and Carers are valued as partners
in student learning  and receive regular
feedback and information to enable them to
support their children’s progression.

Leaders

Support and mentor teachers providing
feedback that allows teachers to strengthen
their practice as well as staying up to date
with current research and best practice
themselves. The Instructional Leader  and
other school executive works directly with
the teachers to identify and provide teacher
professional development and classroom
based coaching.

Encourage parents to understand how their
children learn and to become involved in
the teaching and learning cycle.

People

Processes

Build staff capacity to explicitly teach and
embed literacy and numeracy across all
learning areas.

Build staff understanding and capacity to
embed evidence based  practices into
teaching and learning

Investigate and implement innovative and
future focused inquiry based lerning.

Evaluation Plan

TTFM survey

Teaching / Learning program

Observations

PDPs / Professional learning log data

Staff / faculty/stage meeting minutes

Student assessment data

Surveys: teachers and students

Practices and Products

Practices

Teaching and learning programs are
dynamic, showing evidence of revisions
based on feedback on teaching practices,
consistent and reliable student assessment
and continuous tracking of student
progress and achievement.

Staff use the Australian Teaching
Standards  through mentoring and
coaching to improve teaching and
leadership practice.

Syllabus documents are effectively used to
guide teaching and learning programs in all
curriculum areas. 

Teachers collaborate within and across
stages and faculties to facilitate
consistency of curriculum delivery,
including strategies for differentiation and
consistency of teacher judgement  as well
as sharing learning from targeted
professional development with others.

Products

Embedded explicit systems that facilitate
professional dialogue, collaboration,
 observations, modelling of effective
practice and provision of feedback between
instructional leader and teachers.

Teaching and learning programs embed
literacy, numeracy, critical thinking, and
evidence based practices,  aboriginal
education and ICT elements

Teaching staff use Australian Professional
Teaching Standards to evaluate their
strengths and future goals, so that that they
can improve their teaching in the classroom
and meet personal  teaching accreditation
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Strategic Direction 1: Enhanced  Teaching

Practices and Products

goals.

Programs contain specific actions to
improve the skills of the staff in
implementing new curriculum initiatives that
comply with NESA directives while making
courses to students as well as explicitly
teach literacy, numeracy and thinking skills
in all programs across all KLAs.
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Strategic Direction 2: Enhanced Learning

Purpose

To foster a rich environment where
personalised learning with an
appropriate differentiated curriculum results
in students who are motivated and aspire to
learn at school and beyond. 

Improvement Measures

Increase the proportion of students
showing growth in literacy and numeracy.

Increase the proportion of students who
transition from school  into employment,
training and further education.

Progress and achievement of equity groups
within the school is equivalent  to that of all
students in the school

People

Students

Students will play an active role in their own
learning. They need to have the essential
skills in literacy and numeracy and be
creative and productive users of
technology. They need to be innovative,
creative, collaborative and making sense of
the world around them.

Staff

Teachers will use evidence based teaching
practices, enhance professional skilling and
participate in professional development.
Delivery of content will be data (student
needs) driven and delivered innovatively.
Teachers will provide students and parents
/ carers with quality feedback.

Leaders

Leaders will foster high expectations and a
shared sense of responsibility for student
success in all areas and  ensure that
resource allocation and accountability
requirements serve the strategic directions
of the school.

Parents/Carers

Parents / Carers and Staff will
communicate and work in partnership
to foster effective learning. They will need
skills to understanding student outcomes
and the delivery of educational programs in
a 21st centurty context. so they can
demonstrate support for the school with
their children

Community Partners

Community Partners understand the

Processes

Build processes where learning is
personalised, informed by data, monitored 
and tracked , clear learning goals
articulated and adjustments are challenging
and leading to improved learning.

Investigate and develop programs that
build student and community aspirations

Evaluation Plan

External Data

NAPLAN, HSC,VALID, Best Start

Internal Datra

PLPs, IEPs, TTFM, SBATs,

Retention and destination data

VET enrolments

No. of career opportunities.

Practices and Products

Practices

Teachers have high expectations for
students and regularly provide quality
feedback to students so that the students
can reflect on learning needs and gain
guidance in their next steps for learning. 

The School community identify and use the
effective  forms of Information  and
Communication Technologies (ICT) to
challenge and engage learners.

Every student is engaged in feedback
processes that involve the student, parent
and teacher to develop learning goals for
the student.

Products

Every student has an Individual Learning
Plan that is reviewed by the student, staff
and parents twice per year, with clear
learning goals stated.

Learners engaged in future focused
learning environments using appropriate
ICT technologies and critical thinking skills
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Strategic Direction 2: Enhanced Learning

People

schools educational priorities and how they
can contribute in widening student
experiences and allowing the school to
promote and engagewith a variety of
groups enhancing educational delivery.
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Strategic Direction 3: Enhanced  Relationships

Purpose

To continue to develop positive and
repectful relationships valuing common
goals and cultural diversity across the
school community, including  enhanced
communication and collaboration with
community partners.

Improvement Measures

Increase the proportion of students who 
report resilience and positive, respectful
realtionships.

Improved communication and collaboration
between school and community to support
student learning and wellbeing.

Increase authentic learning opportunities
where students engage with culture.

People

Students

Demonstrate resilience to confidently
articulate their aspirations. and Learning for
all students with a focus on real life
schooling and broader community projects

Engage in positive , respectful relationships

Staff

Apply shared knowledge of mental health
and wellbeing strategies to support
students.

Demonstrate a common understanding of
appropriate student behaviours through
explicit teaching, modelling and active
participation in establishing PBL and
establishing agreed strategies.

Will work co–operatively with other staff,
the parents and the community.

Parents/Carers

Confidently collaborate with staff to support
their students learning and wellbeing and
share expeertiseWill be encouraged to be
active participants in their child’s education.
Will share their expertise to support
curriculum implementation.

Community Partners

Actively support the growth of children and
young people as an important asset to the
future of community and society.

Will value the school and see it as a great
resource in the community.

Health and Community Services

Processes

Continue to implement a whole  school
integrated approach to student well–being
in which students can connect, succeed
and thrive at each stage of their schooling,
Involve all stakeholders in developing an
environment in which this can occur

Establish partnerships and develop
structures to support community
engagement and collaboration that
supports student well–being and learning.

Engage with the Aboriginal community and
AECG to facilitate communication, cultural
understanding and achievements of
Aboriginal students so as to enhance the
 implementation of the Aboriginal Education
Policy..

Evaluation Plan

 • Tell them from me surveys/ P&C
feedback

 • Attendance data at school events
/activities

 • Anecdotal feedback

 • Visitors book

 • Partnerships – numbers/ who/ when

 • PBL data, merit awards, suspension

 • Attendance

Practices and Products

Practices

Cultural perspectives and strategies are
reflected though teaching and learning
programs and PLP’s.

Participation of all stakeholders in the
annual Tell Them From Me surveys will
reflect improved measures for engagement
and shared decision making.

Teaching respect through modelled
relationships to build self–esteem,
confidence and the willingness to "have a
go"

To enhance the life of the individual so that
each person feels valued to ensure they
have a positive mindset and lifestyle

Teacher, parents and community work
together to ensure student absences do not
impact on learning outcomes

Products

Improvement in student socialisation skills
and well–being, resulting in reduced
suspension and detention levels.

Increase involvement of community
members in student learning programs.

Increased NGO support of "at risk" families
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Strategic Direction 3: Enhanced  Relationships

People

Personnel. and NGOs will be an integral
part of our School Learning support
team Team and support the improvement
of student learning outcomes.

 

Leaders

 • Lead the development of stronger
learning partnerships

 • Enhance the capacity of staff to
contribute to school planning targets

 • The Principal will engage the whole
school community in the development of
a shared school vision which will guide
the priorities for the School Plan.
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